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Highly Scalable, Low-Complexity Image Coding
Using Zeroblocks of Wavelet Coefficients

Gui Xie, Student Member, IEEE, and Hong Shen

Abstract—We propose a new highly scalable wavelet trans-
form-based image coder, called S-SPECK, on the extension of a
well-known zero-block image coder SPECK, by achieving not only
distortion scalability, resolution scalability, and region of interest
(ROI) retrievability, but also excellent compression performance
with very low computational complexity. Though new features
have been introduced into S-SPECK, our coder is quite competitive
with SPECK on compression performance (peak signal-to-noise
ratio) and computational complexity (encoding and decoding
times) at various bit rates for standard test images. A novel quality
layer formatting method is implemented in S-SPECK, which is
much simpler and faster than PCRD used in JPEG2000. Extensive
experiments have verified all our claims for S-SPECK.

Index Terms—Distortion scalability, quality layer, resolution
scalability, region of interest (ROI) retrievability, S-SPECK,
wavelet transform, zeroblock.

I. INTRODUCTION

FOR MODERN multimedia applications, particularly in
the Internet environment, it is desirable to implement

a high-compression image coder that supports rich features,
such as low computational complexity, distortion scalability,
resolution scalability, and region of interest (ROI) retrievability.
In general, the above features are incompatible for a coder to
achieve high compression performance. The SPECK coder
proposed by Pearlman et al. [1] is a distortion scalable coder,
which achieves excellent coding performance with very low
computational complexity. Comparative run-times, as reported
in [2], show that SPECK is 4.6 to 15.7 times faster than
JPEG2000’s VM 3.2 A (Verification Model, version 3.2 A),
which is essentially the EBCOT coder [3], in encoding and
8.1 to 12.1 faster in decoding on the average over a set of four
images and set of four rates, 0.25, 0.50, 1.0, and 2.0 bits per
pixel. Meanwhile the reduction of PSNR from that of VM 3.2
A ranges only from a minimum of 0.48 dB for entropy-coded
versions to a maximum of 0.85 dB for nonentropy-coded
versions. However, SPECK does not support resolution scal-
ability and ROI retrievability. Here we addresse this problem
and successfully extend SPECK to a new image coder called
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S-SPECK, which not only achieves excellent compression per-
formance with very low complexity, but also retains distortion
scalability, resolution scalability, and ROI retrievability. The
acronym S-SPECK is derived from the description “scalable
set-partitioning embedded block coder” which identifies some
of the major characteristics of the proposed image coder.

This new coder, S-SPECK, is related in various degrees
to some earlier work on scalable image compression, such
as Shapiro’s EZW [4], Said and Pearlman’s SPIHT [5], and
Taubman’s EBCOT [3]. SPIHT is a successful extension and
improvement of Shapiro’s EZW [4] algorithm based on set
partitioning in hierarchical trees, and has been a standard bench-
mark in image compression. EBCOT, as the core algorithm of
the new still image compression standard JPEG2000 [6], [7],
is a landmark in the field of image compression achieving high
compression performance while retaining distortion scalability,
resolution scalability, and ROI retrievability. To incorporate
all the above rich features in one frame, EBCOT codes groups
of wavelet coefficients, called codeblocks, independently, and
utilizes time-consuming method PCRD [3] to find the optimal
truncation points. A complex arithmetic coder is also introduced
into EBCOT to guarantee high compression performance. The
SPECK algorithm is much less complex than EBCOT because
it uses a simple and efficient structure, zeroblock, to exploit
the redundancy of the clustered wavelet coefficients without
introducing any other complex procedures. The new proposed
coder, S-SPECK, also utilizes zeroblocks to code wavelet
coefficients bitplane by bitplane to guarantee simplicity and
compression performance, while incorporating some strategies
of organizing the wavelet coefficients and the bits in the coded
bitstream to support distortion, resolution scalability, and ROI
retrievability. Our experiments have proved that S-SPECK’s
compression performance and computational complexity are
similar to those of SPECK, while all the rich features previously
provided only by EBCOT are also supported. We believe that
this new coder would be a better alternative to JPEG2000 for
some applications.

The S-SPECK coder contains the following main features.

• It uses a discrete biorthogonal wavelet transform to de-
compose the original image , which provides a multires-
olution representation of .

• It is a fast codec, whose computational complexity is sim-
ilar to that of SPECK.

• It generates a resolution scalable bitstream which con-
tains distinct subsets representing the samples from
all the necessary subbands at each successive resolution
level . The number of the resolution levels to be held in
the final coded bitstream can be set by the users.

1051-8215/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE
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• It generates an embedded distortion scalable bitstream
which contains distinct subsets, , such that
together represents the samples from all subbands at
some reconstruction quality level, . The embedded
bitstream output from S-SPECK can be transmitted pro-
gressively and truncated at any point to get an optimal
or suboptimal representation of the original image .
S-SPECK runs sequentially and can stop whenever a
target bit rate or a target distortion is met.

• It generates an ROI-retrievable bitstream which contains
distinct subsets representing all the necessary samples
required to reconstruct a region inside the original image

. Due to the short filters with linear phase property used
in image decomposition and reconstruction, the quality
of an ROI reconstructed by a subset is good enough for
viewer perception.

This paper is organized as follows. The next section, Sec-
tion II, describes the strategies for grouping the wavelet coef-
ficients into codeunits, which is the basis of implementing a
scalable coder. In Section III, we explain the principles of ze-
roblock coding and how we incorporate this technique into our
coder. A new simple and efficient method for formatting the op-
timal quality layers, very different from PCRD used in EBCOT,
is described in Section IV. In Section V, S-SPECK is presented
in detail in a pseudocode language. Section VI discusses en-
tropy coding and computational complexity of S-SPECK. In
Section VII, we describe rate, distortion, and execution time re-
sults obtained by operating S-SPECK on some standard test im-
ages. The advantages of the new coder S-SPECK are verified by
the numerical data. The conclusion of the paper is in the last sec-
tion.

II. WAVELET COEFFICIENTS GROUPING

S-SPECK uses a biorthogonal wavelet transform to decom-
pose the original image into different subbands, which is iden-
tical to a hierarchical octave-band decomposition. -level de-
composition results in subbands. The subbands at each
decomposition level are related to some resolutions.

The quad-tree structure and organization of subbands into res-
olution levels are shown in Fig. 1. The lowest resolution level,

, consists only of the lowest frequency subband, . The
next lowest resolution level, , contains the additional three
horizontal, vertical, and diagonal high frequency subbands re-
quired to reconstruct . In general, if we interpret the
original image as , levels through together con-
tain the subbands required to synthesize the reduced resolution
image of size . We say a
coded bitstream is resolution scalable if the compressed repre-
sentation of may be obtained by simply discarding the
elements corresponding to resolution through . There-
fore, to get resolution scalability, it is reasonable to group the
coefficients within subbands into distinct subsets according to
the resolution levels and then code the subsets independently.

Moreover, the wavelet coefficients in the pyramid subband
system are highly spatially correlated with respect to some re-
gions of the original image. The parent–offspring dependencies

Fig. 1. Resolution levels within a dyadic quadtree-structured subband
decomposition with depth K = 3.

Fig. 2. Parent–offspring dependencies in the spatial orientation tree.

in the spatial orientation tree are shown in Fig. 2. All the co-
efficients are organized by trees with the roots located inside
the lowest frequency subband. The tree structure is similar to
that in [4], except that at the highest and lowest pyramid levels,
each coefficient located at has four children located at

, and . A square
region can be independently reconstructed by the coefficients
of a tree if the filters used to decompose the original image are
short enough, even though the reconstruction is lossy around the
border of that region.

Suppose that an image of size is decomposed at level
. The number of trees we can organize, denoted , equals

the number of coefficients inside the lowest frequency subband.
We have

(1)

so regions of size can be retrieved. If we denote the
coordinate of a coefficient in the lowest frequency subband by
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Fig. 3. Retrieving regions by trees in a 7-level decomposition pyramid of the
Lena image. (a) The original 512 � 512 grayscale Lena image. (b) Retrieved
regions.

and the coordinate of the top left corner of the region cor-
responding to the tree with the root located at by ,
we have the following relationship

(2)

A good example is shown in Fig. 3, where 16 square re-
gions in Fig. 3(b) are retrieved independently by the organized
trees in the 7-level pyramid decomposition of the Lena image in
Fig. 3(a).

Therefore, to retain ROI retrievability, it is reasonable to
group coefficients into trees and code them independently.

To retain both resolution scalability and ROI retrievability,
S-SPECK first organizes the wavelet coefficients into trees with
the roots located inside the lowest frequency subband and then
further groups the coefficients in each tree into subgroups ac-
cording to the resolution levels we want the coded bitstream
to hold. These subgroups, called codeunits in this paper, are
the coding units of S-SPECK, which are compressed indepen-
dently based on a modified SPECK coder. A good example of
the grouping procedure is depicted in Fig. 4. Four ROIs can be
retrieved and three resolution levels are held in the coded bit-
stream. It is worthy to note that the tree has a pyramid structure
similar to that of the entire wavelet coefficients matrix, so the co-
efficients in each tree can be put together to construct a square
block of the same size as its corresponding ROI. Thereby, we
can apply SPECK coders independently for the various codeu-
nits. For example, as shown in Fig. 4, the block consists
of the coefficients in tree (the first tree in Fig. 4) and has
the same pyramid structure as depicted in Fig. 1.

III. ZEROBLOCK CODING

SPECK is a typical zeroblock coder [8] (as opposed to ze-
rotree coders), employing a hierarchical quadtree decomposi-
tion algorithm to recursively divide a region into homogeneous
subregions whenever the set of the coefficients inside that re-
gion test as significant. Zeroblock is a set containing all the in-
significant coefficients with respect to a given threshold. Be-
cause zeroblock coding is conceptually simple and very effi-
cient, it has been successfully applied in wavelet bitplane coding
[1], [9]–[11].

Fig. 4. Grouping the wavelet coefficients by trees and resolution levels.

Fig. 5. Codeunits in an ROI block with three resolutions supported.

Following the ideas of SPECK, a significance test function on
a set of wavelet coefficients is defined as

else
(3)

where is the magnitude of the wavelet coefficient located
at . We say is significant if , otherwise it is
insignificant.

In our coder, the wavelet coefficients are grouped together
to ROI blocks and then partitioned further into codeunits to be
coded independently. In Fig. 5, a ROI block has been partitioned
into several codeunits according to the resolution levels we want
the coded bitstream to hold. There are three different type sets
among these codeunits (see Fig. 5).

A codeunit is an X-type set if it is a square region
located at the top left corner of a ROI block.
A codeunit is an I-type set if it is obtained by
chopping off a small square region from the top
left portion of a larger square region.
A codeunit is an S-type set if it is a square region
generated by partitioning a X-type or I-type set.

These codeunits are independently processed by zeroblock
coders similar to SPECK based on three partitioning rules
depicted in Fig. 6 according to their set types. The last two rules
for I-type and S-type sets are the same as those used in SPECK.
The first rule partitions an X-type set into two sets: one is an
S-type set holding only one coefficient (dc component) located
at the top left corner of a ROI block and the other an I-type set
containing all the other coefficients in that X-type set.

Let be the number of resolutions we want the final coded
bitstream to hold. Each ROI block is initially partitioned into

I-type codeunits and one X-type codeunit, as shown
in Fig. 5, where . For each codeunit, two linked lists:
list of insignificant sets (LIS) and list of significant pixels (LSP)
are maintained. The former contains sets of varying sizes which
have not been found significant against a threshold , while the
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Fig. 6. Three rules for partitioning different type sets.

Fig. 7. Codestream structure after codeunits generation and coding.

latter holds those coefficients that have been found significant.
For a given threshold which is successively halved, all the el-
ements in LIS are tested and partitioned until the significant co-
efficients against are identified. There are then added to LSP.
The elements of LIS are visited in order of size from smallest
single coefficient sets first to largest sets last, as suggested in
SPECK. A refinement pass is executed on LSP after the signif-
icance test procedure. Then each codeunit in an ROI block can
generate an embedded bitstream independently. Fig. 7 gives the
structure of the codestream generated by coding 12 codeunits,
which contains four ROI blocks and three resolution levels.

IV. OPTIMAL QUALITY LAYER FORMATION

If we decompose an image of the size at -level and
set the number of resolutions to be held in the final compressed
bit stream to be , then different bit
streams will be generated in the S-SPECK coder according
to the codeunits described in Section III. The straightforward
method of constructing the overall compressed bit stream is
to concatenate all suitable truncated versions of . Such a bit
stream is resolution scalable, because all information repre-
senting individual codeunits is retained and hence the subbands
and resolution levels are clearly delineated. Also the bit stream
possesses ROI scalability, because all the necessary codeunits
required to reconstruct a region of interest are easily identified.

Fig. 8. Quality layer in S-SPECK. Z denote the truncated points of the
bitstream c for quality layer Q .

This simple concatenated bit stream is not distortion scal-
able, even though its individual codeunits are compressed in
an embedded fashion. To solve this problem, a quality layer
structure introduced in the EBCOT algorithm [3], is used here,
as illustrated in Fig. 8, where four codeunits are shown. The
wavelet coefficient magnitude distribution will vary among the
codeunits, so each will contribute a different number of bits to
a quality layer in order to minimize the distortion for a given
overall target bit rate. As shown in Fig. 8, the truncation points

identify the different contributions from each codeunit to
quality layer . EBCOT utilizes a one-pass bit-rate control
method known as PCRD [3] to compute the truncated points,
which requires computing the increases in bit rate and the de-
crease in distortion for each bit-plane coding pass. Though the
computation of the number of bits is straightforward, the com-
putation of decrease in distortion is time-consuming because it
requires computation of square values for each coded pixel. The
SPECK variant SBHP [11] simplifies this computation by pre-
dicting and estimating the rate-distortion function. In S-SPECK,
a very different, but much faster method to format the optimal
quality layers is proposed, which is executed during the en-
coding process of S-SPECK instead of applying PCRD after
finishing encoding as EBCOT does.

We have described the main principle of the S-SPECK coder
in the above section: each codeunit is compressed independently
by maintaining its own LIS and LSP. In fact, all the individual
LISs and LSPs can be combined together to one and
respectively. The same zeroblock coder is operated on these two
combined lists. For each element of or encountered
during the encoding process, it is easy to identify the codeunit
where it is located using the coordinates of that element. During
the encoding process, each output bit out of the encoder results
from operating on some element of or , for example,
significance testing on a S-Type set in the sorting pass, or out-
putting the current most significant bit of a significant coefficient
in a refinement pass. So, each output bit is related to a code-
unit. Using this relationship, we can distribute the bits output
from the encoder into their correspondent codeunit positions in
a quality layer during the encoding process. As illustrated in
Fig. 9, quality layer is formatted by the bits distributed from
the encoder according to their related codeunits. When the max-
imal length of the quality layer is met, a new empty quality
layer replaces the current quality layer and waits for
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Fig. 9. Bits distribution for a quality layer. l is the length of bits distributed
from the encoder to the bitstream of codeunit c in quality layer Q .

Fig. 10. Structure of interleaved bits in a quality layer.

the bits distributed from the encoder. This formation method
guarantees that the quality layers in S-SPECK are optimal in
the sense that a quality layer contains as many significant coef-
ficients as possible.

To delineate different components in a quality layer, some
overhead bits are needed for holding the length of the distributed
bits in a codeunit, for example as shown in Fig. 9. Let
H denote the number of overhead bits for each codeunit. The
total number of overhead bits for a quality layer, denoted ,
is computed as

(4)

where the size of the original image is is the decom-
position level, and is the number of resolution levels. In gen-
eral, the overhead is negligible and has little effect on the com-
pression performance of S-SPECK. Experiments show that for
a typical 512 512 image to be coded into four quality layers at
bit rates 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0, it is enough to set .

For each quality layer, the bits from different codeunits are
interleaved one by one to support distortion scalability inside
that quality layer. A good example is given in Fig. 10, where
quality layer consists of the attributions from four codeunits
and denotes the length of the th codeunit’s
attribution. As illustrated in Fig. 10, can be truncated at any
point as long as the overhead is preserved.

V. PSEUDOCODE OF S-SPECK ALGORITHM

Having described the principles used in the S-SPECK coding
method, we are now in a position to understand the actual
algorithm in a pseudocode language. The main body of the
S-SPECK coding algorithm is presented in pseudocode in

Fig. 11. S-SPECK algorithm.

Fig. 12. Function SIGTest used by the S-SPECK algorithm.

Fig. 11. The function SIGTest(t) called by the main body of the
algorithm is given in Fig. 12. It is worth noting that a I-type
set is recursively partitioned by an octave band partitioning
scheme, so at some point it will be broken down into three
S-type sets, but there will be no new reduced I-type sets. Also,
for the nonentropy-coded S-SPECK, as for SPECK, we can
save some overhead in bit budget by using the fact that if a set
S or I has been found significant and its first three subsets in-
significant, then this ensures that the fourth subset is significant
and we don’t need to send the significance test result of the last
subset.
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VI. ENTROPY-CODING AND COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

During the S-SPECK encoding process the significance
map can be compressed losslessly using arithmetic coding
with simple context-based models, as suggested in [1]. The
significance maps are the binary decisions created by the
recursive partitioning process. The SPECK variant, EZBC [8],
has chosen a complicated context model to obtain more coding
gains with increase in complexity. A fast fixed Huffman code is
utilized in SBHP [11] for the significance map quadtree coding.
A more time-consuming projection technique is proposed in
[12] to compress the sign bits. In general, the more complex the
entropy coder is, the more coding gains it can achieve, at the
cost of substantial increase in complexity. The application will
dictate whether the increase in coding performance is worth the
added complexity.

In order to strike the best compromise between the com-
plexity and coding performance, in our S-SPECK coder, each
codeunit utilizes a simple first-order adaptive arithmetic coder
[13] with three independent conditional context models for the
sign, refinement, and significance test bits. The first two models
use binary alphabets with two 1-bit symbols, and the last one
groups the significance test results of the four subsets of set
S and I (see Fig. 6) to the four-bit symbols and codes them
together. Because the fine scalability properties require the
independent arithmetic coding of each codeunit, the frequency
of symbols in different context models for that codeunit’s
arithmetic coder does not converge rapidly due to inadequate
samples, which potentially affects the coding efficiency of adap-
tive entropy coding. We can compensate this negative effect
by sharing samples between codeunits in the same ROI block.
Consider the fact that, at the decoding side, if a codeunit
in a ROI block (see Fig. 5) with the resolution index
is decoded, then all the codeunits with the resolution
indexes in the same ROI block must be decoded, since
the reconstructed image should be meaningful for the practical
applications. Therefore, at the encoding side, whenever the
context models of the arithmetic coders for are
updated, the corresponding context models of the arithmetic
coder for are also updated using the same samples.
Thus, the decoder can duplicate the updating process for
using the available samples of . With this sample
sharing technique, the context models will have more data
to speed up the convergence process. Moreover, most of the
redundancy in the bits output from the nonentropy S-SPECK
exists locally, i.e., the samples in different ROI blocks are
approximately independent. For this reason, the sample sharing
technique designed here can dramatically alleviate the negative
effect of the inadequate sample problem, which is verified in
Table I that compares the compression ratios of the arithmetic
coding in SPECK and S-SPECK at various target compression
sizes. We can see in Table I that the average loss in the arith-
metic compression performance of S-SPECK in terms of the
compression ratio is only 0.69%, compared with SPECK. Note
that the overheads have been excluded from the target bit sizes.

The expected increase of the computational complexity of
the highly scalable coder, S-SPECK, is the result of two
new introduced procedures: wavelet coefficients grouping and
quality layer formation. The wavelet coefficients grouping

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE ARITHMETIC CODING PERFORMANCE IN S-SPECK

AND SPECK AT VARIOUS TARGET COMPRESSION BIT SIZES USING

COMMON TEST IMAGES

process only needs to visit the coefficients one time by the
tree structure and can be integrated into the wavelet transform
function. As for the quality layer formation procedure that is
embedded during the encoding process and does not need the
time-consuming computation of the rate-distortion function.
It has little negative effect on S-SPECK since it does the
formatting work simply by distributing the bits according to
their corresponding codeunits.

VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The following results were obtained with three standard
monochrome, 8 bpp, 512 512 images, Lena, Barbara, and
Goldhill. We used 7-level pyramids constructed with 9/7-tap
filters of [14], and using a “reflection” extension [15] at the
image edges. Each image here is coded by S-SPECK into
a final coded bitstream containing five quality layers at bit
rates 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 bpp, and three resolution
levels: 512 512, 256 256, and 128 128. Our experiments
were conducted for the nonentropy-coded and entropy-coded
versions of these image coders. SPECK and S-SPECK were
implemented in VC++6.0, and the QccPackSPIHT [16] was
used directly. The distortion is measured by the peak signal to
noise ratio (PSNR)

dB (5)

where MSE denotes the mean squared-error between the orig-
inal and reconstructed images.

Table II shows the comparison of SPECK and S-SPECK’s
reconstructed image PSNR performance at rates 0.125, 0.25,
0.5, 1.0, and 2 bpp. The results of nonentropy-coded and en-
tropy-coded versions of these coders are listed in the “N” and
“E” columns respectively. The rows give the percentage of
PSNR loss of the new coder, compared with SPECK. Table II
demonstrates that S-SPECK is quite competitive with SPECK
on compression performance. Note that the negative effect of
the overheads needed in S-SPECK on its compression perfor-
mance is a little more pronounced in entropy coding than that in
the nonentropy coding.

Tables III and IV compare SPECK and S-SPECK’s encoding
and decoding times at various bit rates, when they run on a
2-GHz Pentium-4 processor. To get an objective evaluation,
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF SPECK AND S-SPECK’s RECONSTRUCTED IMAGE PSNR AT VARIOUS BIT RATES USING COMMON TEST IMAGES

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF SPECK AND S-SPECK’S ENCODING TIMES AT VARIOUS BIT RATES USING COMMON TEST IMAGES

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF SPECK AND S-SPECK’S DECODING TIMES AT VARIOUS BIT RATES USING COMMON TEST IMAGES

we tried to keep the testing conditions similar for both of the
coders, such as programming language, data structure and plat-
form. Because the absolute speed depends a lot on the testing
environment, a relative measurement—the ratios of S-SPECK’s
running times to SPECK’s running times—are given in the “ ”
rows of Tables III and IV. From these ratios, we can see that both
of S-SPECK’s encoding and decoding speeds are close to those
of SPECK.

Comparative evaluations of the new coder S-SPECK in re-
spect to the benchmark coder SPIHT are illustrated in Fig. 13(a)

(nonentropy-coded) and Fig. 13(b) (entropy-coded). Clearly, at
different bit rates for the standard test images, S-SPECK is quite
competitive with SPIHT, particularly in the case of nonentropy
coding. Fig. 14 illustrates an example of S-SPECK’s resolu-
tion scalability, where three resolution levels of the same orig-
inal Goldhill image (512 512, 256 256, and 128 128) are
reconstructed from the coded bitstream holding three quality
layers at bit rate 0.5 bpp.

Fig. 15 illustrates an example of S-SPECK’s ROI retriev-
ability scalability, in which the same region of the Lena image
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Fig. 13. Comparison of S-SPECK and SPIHT’s PSNR performance at 0.0625,
0.125, 0.1875, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 bpp. (a) Non-entropy
coding. (b) Entropy coding.

Fig. 14. Reconstructed images of three resolution levels at target bit rate 0.5
bpp.

is retrieved from the coded bitstream at bit rates of 0.125, 0.25,
0.5, and 1.0 bpp.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We described a new wavelet-transform-based image coder,
S-SPECK, which extends the original coder, SPECK, success-
fully to a highly scalable scheme. S-SPECK not only supports
distortion scalability, resolution scalability, and retrievability,

Fig. 15. Region retrieved from various bit-rate coded bitstreams at 0.125, 0.25,
0.5, and 1.0 bpp.

but also achieves excellent compression performance with very
low computational complexity. In S-SPECK, wavelet coeffi-
cients are grouped to codeunits according to their relationship
with ROIs and resolution levels. A zeroblock coder similar
to SPECK is then incorporated to code these codeunits based
on a combined LIS and LSP. Each coded bit output from the
zeroblock encoder is distributed to a quality layer during the
encoding process. This quality layer formatting method is
simple and efficient, compared with the time-consuming PCRD
method used in JPEG2000. Extensive experiments showed
that the loss of S-SPECK’s compression performance and
computational speed is negligible compared with SPECK. It
will be advantageous to apply S-SPECK to modern multimedia
applications on the Internet.
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